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ABSTRACT
It was the purnose of the writer to make a study of the Acadian 
liandicrait work and to determ ne its role in the settlement of Loui­
siana. It was the problem to secure authoritative information concern­
ing the Acadian handicraft work as it is being done today. This required 
discovery of each craft’s origin, brief tracing of its development, and 
its value to the Acadian people.
jO make this era;t study, the writer visited the Acadian settle­
ment in Southwestern Louisiana, interviewed officials, watched the native 
Acadian craftsmen at work, inspected equipment, took photographs of the 
craft designs, questioned producer or owner as to origin, and read pub­
lished and unpublished material available in that action of Louisiana.
It was found that the Acadian Handicraft aims not only to preserve 
the handicraft* of the Acadians in Louisiana but to instill into the pro­
ducts of the -cadian craftsman a quality unknown to other parte of the
world. The handicrafts are an intricate cart of their regular farming 
choree.
The following .'live crafts are describedt chair making, palmetto 
work, loom work, nair-rope making, and basketry. It was found that these 
crafts are still being done the same way as they ere one hundred and 
fifty years ago.
v
CHAPTER I
STATEMENT Of THE PHHBLEM
The Acadian arts and crafts handed down through more than one 
hundred and fifty years, since the Ac&dlans settled in Louisiana's bayou 
and prairie land, are beginning to mean more than a preservation of cul­
ture and tradition to many of these french speaking people of the state.
The handicraft work was at one time practiced throughout the Aca­
dian Country, but now it is almost a lost art. Today through the help 
of the General Extension Divis'on of Louisiana State University, and 
hooka being written about the handicraft, these people of Erenoh Aeeeent 
are being encouraged to preserve their skill and interest in handicraft 
work.
Tor this study the writer chose only five of the crafts being 
practiced today. All information about these crafts was gathered directly 
from people of Acadian Trench descent who speak very little English,
All tho craft work in the Aoadian Country is done during leisure 
time. No regular working hours have been found for any of these craft 
workers. The working materials for these crafts sane obtained from the 
local area. The crafts of today are still being made in the some style 
as those made one hundred and fifty years ago. Although 'arts of this 
culture a oly to all Frenchmen of Louisiana, the culture herein described 
is, above all, that of the Acadians in Louisiana of the present day.
1
2Here large numbers of people still carry on ''ife in much the 
same way as did their forefathers. The handicrafts have been referred 
to as an integral mart of the oulture of the Acadian neopie and the 
reticles made by these people possess a very high degree of individual­
ity and appreciation and a superior quality of workmanship.
The handicrafts are not the only distinguishing element in the 
culture of these Acadian people. They have music, old-time hymns, and 
folk songs which are being preserved in written form and on phonograph 
records. The handicraft work done by the first Acadian settlers was 
strictly from a necessity standpoint and for personal use, but now, in 
the period of revival, many new types of articles are being made to sell. 
The effort to supply the outside markets has added greatly to the variety 
of craft work and includes many articles of beauty that have given the 
Acadian people a place of recognition in handicraft work.
At the present time there are between forty to fifty people work­
ing for the Acadian Handicraft Project with a total /t o s s  income of seven 
to ten thousand dollars a year.
i t o pg.f n£ ih£ £ & &
It was the purpose of this study!
(1) To give an account of the work done by the AcadIans who 
settled in the southwestern part of Lotiisiana;
(2) To find out how the crafts we -e kept up from generation to 
generation?
(3 ) To determine in which area a certain craft was performed;
(*0 To explore the background of the present day popular Acadian
handicraft work still being done in the Acadian country and
3
also to have a written account of s rae of these crafts*,
(5) To determine the ooseibllity of including Acadian handi­
craft work in the industrial arts urogram of the public 
schools of Southwestern Louisiana;
(6) To acquaint those outside the region with this /Teat re­
servoir of Acadian handicraft work, and to encourage a 
wider use of Acadian products.
Inaortance o£ thg. study
The importance of this study is to have some written records of 
the Acadian Handicraft work, which, at one time was very popular. Up 
to this day there ha* been no written record about the Acadian craft 
work. Recently the revival of Acadian craft work Ha* been organised 
into a work project. A written record of the work is highly desirable 
to develop an Interest in the continuation of the handicraft movement 
in Louisiana.
Saasaa st riate
The data for this study were sectored from the following sources;
(1) The writer visited the Acadian Country in Southwestern Louiai 
aim where he watched the Acadian craftsmen at work, interviewed official* 
inspected equipment, and took photos of the different crafts.
(2) The writer inquired from the oroducera or the owners as to 
the origin of the craftwork.
(3) Published and unpublished material nertalning to the subject 
was reviewed.
D e lim ita t io n s
‘This study was limited to five crafts still being done by the 
Acadian a in Louisiana. This study was also limited in .'Area to include 
five parishes in the south central part of the State, namely: Lafayette, 
Vermilion, St. Landry, Acadia, and St. Martin.
Oy^nigifttIon o£ Study
Chapter I contains an explanation of the problem, the purpose of 
the study, source of date., importance of the study and delimitation.
Chapter II is about the related literature pertaining to this 
study of Acadian Handicraft and what other states are doing in that line 
of work.
Chapter TTt is about the history of the Acadian* in Louisiana.
■•’hy these people left Ifova Scotia, when they came to Louisiana, and their 
mode of living.
Chapter IV deals with the revival of the Acadian craft work, and 
how It :ot Its first sum of money appropriated for the work, the field 
re-ore sen tative now assigned to the Louisiana State University, General 
Intension Division, and her working area.
Chapter V is made up of data gathered from the Acadian handicraft 
workers and a history of each individual craft a* found in the Acadian
country. The elm r, palmetto, loom, hair rope, and the baskets are the 
five crafts herein described in this chapter.
Chanter Vi consists of the summary, conclusion*, and rec'mnendations.
CHAPTER II
DELATED STUDIES
In reviewing other studies in other statee it has "been found that 
weaving still has its place in Arkansas. In that state they have formed 
an organisation to ororaote this craft. The organisation is called the 
Northwest Arkansas Hand Weavers Guild end it is making plans to promote 
bigger and "better markets for the articles made "by its members. Some of 
these articles have been exhibited in many towns throu hout the state of 
Arkansas. Most of the articles exhibited were made on the loom.^
At Berea College in Kentucky the development of the woodwork, 
weaving and smaller orafts has been an effort to revive the handicraft 
In the Highlands Country. Dr. Frost, in I896, started to encourage the 
holding of home spun fairs during commencement week at Berea College.
Many premiums were given for the best products of the loom, and thereby 
caused competition for better quality of work. The fairs continued for 
many years, and Ivuid-made furniture and other woodwork were added later 
to the list of exhibits.
These activities brought attention to some of the best workers who 
still wove for their families back in the mountains and to others who had
^Noah D. Holmes, "She Heaves Her Hobby," Progressive Farmer. CXV 
(September, 1950), 95*
5
6abandoned the practice hut were glad to pick It up again.
The main Idea of this project at Berea was to help some students
In earning their way through college and also to have a clcar account of
2what 'ad "been made by the earlier momtain settlers. Dr. Frost gave 
the handicraft workers guild the appropriate name "Fireside industries.” 
During the same time that the handicraft revival was going on In 
Kentucky, the renewed interest in hand-made things appeared in Forth Caro­
line.. The movement was sponsored by t:e social workers of the church.
Their first articles for sale were the coverlets and as time went on more
3
articles were, made for sale.
Some time after the movement had been started in Horth Carolina
the neighboring state of Tennessee had a similar orogrsun. This enter-
mriso, known as the "Situttie-Cr&ftore," is an active handicraft group
4today.
2Allen H. Baton, "Handicrafts of the Southern Highlands," Phila­
delphia; Wm. F. Fell Company, 1939. PP* 60-64.
•^ I M h . pp. 64*66.
^Ibld.. p. 67.
CHAPTER III
THB ACADIAN FEGPXB
In 1604 a company of noblemen from France, which included the 
famous explorer Champlain, founded ~ colony In the French Territory 
of North America, known as New France, which was named Acadia and is 
now called Nora Scotia.
Colonists continued to arrive from France and the population 
£Tew ran idly and fertile farms srpread over Acadia.
In 1713 ^Vance ceded Acadia to England; allegiance to fc'oo English 
Crovm was exacted of the French Acadian* and a han was placed on the 
Catholic Religion. The Acadians were expelled at the end of the Seven 
Tears’ War hrcause of their refusal to take the unconditional oath of 
allegiance to the British Crown. They had persistently refused to take 
the oath ever since their homeland was ceded to Britain in 1713 hy terras 
of the treaty of Utrecht.^’
Charles Laurence, Governor of Acadia, in 1755. started the depor­
tation of the French Catholic Acadians. Over six thousand of the settlers 
were violently expelled; causing untold misery, both physical and moral, 
and death to many men, women, and children. Their dwellings and churches 
were burned and the crops destroyed." These unfortunates were herded
T*® SS** of Ac^ ifU1 Wwation in Louisians," I^ 4 .S.j,^a rl^nrical Quarterly. Ill (July, 1935), 656.
an<3 <So« S ^ 92? ) ! T S 4 SsUfit■ (^onto: 0U..*~. .rook.
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a
like sheep on hoard transports to he scattered along the Atlantic coast, 
among a hostile people of different t n; p.e mid creed.^
-dany of the exiles after incredible hardships return'd to Acadia 
on'y to he expelled again in 1762. Some went to Prance, others to the 
Antilles, and many at last found a true home In Louisiana. They wore 
hospitably received in Louisiana because of the natural ties of race, re­
ligion and nationality held in common from the mother country of France 
by the colonists of both Acadia and Louisiana.
The Historian, ^ortier, says the first arrivale of Acrdims in 
Louisiana is recorded as of February, 1765, when one hundred ar.d twenty- 
three Acadians arrived from Santo Domingo. 4 Other* followed, coning 
from Halifax, then Maryland, Georgia and the Carolina*, and were given 
lands on the Mississippi River above the German settlement, whence they 
gradually became widely extended throughout their present homes in South­
western Louisiana.
Other historians seem to disagree with Mr. Fortier as to the exact 
date of the arrival of the Acadian*, but for the purpose of this study tie
date 1765 will be considered as the year which the Acadian* first came to 
Louisiana. J
As soon as word, of the new home In Louisiana spread to refugees 
settled, alon - the Atlantic coast, many other Ac ad lane came In to Join
1804), 877-680? Parkmrm’ "The Acadlan tragedy," Harjl§I.La, LZIX (November, 
tion, 1909)?,pfO70?*r> (Atlanta: Southern Historical Aggocijv-
(1943) p. 28?y A‘ ‘■arc 'LJJ1^ » ixj, Jilts. fiaail 2£. Lonlgimift,
those who were already there. According to historians, onl; four thoiw
sand Acadlans reached the state, hut today their descendants have multiplied
6the original number many times. This section of Louisiana, settled by the 
Aca&lans, has been called by such names as! Evan eline, Teche, Attakapas, 
and Acadian Country which all mean the same, but for this study it will be 
referred to as the Acadian Country (yi- vure 1 )
The Acadlans on their arrival in Hew Orleans, in s— rch for a place 
to make their homes, were told about the town of St. MartinviUe along 
Bayou u.eche. "Beti/een 1765 and 1800 thsre were steady raigrrtlons of Aca- 
dians to this region. St. Martinvllle was one of the places in this sec­
tion where the new arrivals would be assigned land grants, and. too, the 
people in St. Martinville were predominantly Catholics. These people 
were welcomed and encouraged by the local occupants to settle there.
Captain Antoine Dauterievc in 1765 made a gift of one bull and five cows 
with calves, to each Acadian family who would settle in the prairies of 
the Attakapao.
The first considerable number of Acadlans exiled from Fova ;ic tia 
was between 1760 and 1770, during which time the Spanish and French colo- 
nirl governments made many land grants.^ Before the clo-e of the Spanish 
regime there were other French speaking exiles who sought refuge in this 
section. The Cadets from Trench noble families also took up land -rants 
in the vicinity of St. KartinviU*. These French nobility regarded, then- 
selves ati temporary exiles from Paris and wanted to maintain their former 
mode of life. The customs and scale of living of these people caused the
^Fortier, ££. oit.. p. 1+8.
7fFortler, op., cit.. p. 2 1.
village to be called "L© Petit Paris” or Little Paris. It was only a 
few year© after Louisiana became a state, the village v/as incorporated 
and given the name of St. Martimrille, In honor of the fourth-century 
bishop, Martin.
In this far away town w lch could be reached only by boat at 
first, in which the French nobility were living like kings, was built 
the first ”opera house” in the United States.
The settlers' homes were built from the material at hand. The 
Acadlans built their homes of split cypress boards and used clay rmd Span­
ish moss as a crack filler. The cypress trees were gathered from the 
local swamp area. This tyoe of wood is very durable and it does not decay 
but eventually wears out with the weather. Their houses usually had a 
wide poroh, main floor and an attic (Fi gur© 2). The plantation tyne of 
houses seen now with two stories and big columns from the ground to the 
roof got started some time after the coming of the Greek to the Acadian 
Co tin try in 1820.
Nowadays, when one goes to Southwest Louisiana, into the dreamy 
Acadian country along the Bayou Teche, one may perhaps find oneself 
trailing a company of tourists, rather than the shadowy >brang<lin© of a 
oentury and a half ago. But, whether one makes the Journey like a pilgrim 
intent upon following the wander!n s of Longfellow's gentle heroine, or as 
a tourist, lured by a region as remote as possible from commonplace experi­
ence, St. Kartinvill© and its neighboring tovnB are full of c’ arm. But in 
St. Martinville, your first glimpse of the hotel, the rather plain old 
church nearby, the row of substantial village stores across the way, may 
suggest a cosy New England village rather than on Acadian town. However,
10
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step Into the grocery, the bakery, the drugstore, and listen; you will
hear the proprietor spearing the sane soft Acadian French that Jhramreline
8spoke when she wandered about asking news of Gabriel. Of course, the 
merchant can speak English also, but often their customers cannot, and 
in any case, French 1 s preferred.
O
Grace MeKinstry, "Acadian# in Louisiana," Catholic World. CXXII 
(October, 19?5 ). 19-24.
1 2
Acadian Section of Louisiana
Acadian House
CHAPTER IV
REVIVAL OF ACADIAN CRAFT FORK
In 193G the Louisiana State University General ‘butene! on Division 
obtained a sura of money fma the General Education Board of Few York City 
for a project directed to the French speaking people of Louisiana. The 
ain of trie program was to work toward the preservation of the lajpmage, 
culture. and traditions of the Acadian people In the State of Louisiana.
'iss Louise V. Olivier was ao -0Inted field Representative for the general 
extension work. She was assigned twenty-four parishes to work in and to 
present from ten to twelve programs every year featuring the Trench songs, 
stories and dances for the people of each respective area. It was during 
these programs that Miss Olivier became familiar with the handicraft work 
of the French Louisianians of Acadian descent. The Acadian Handicraft 
Project originated as a by-product of the Louisiana State University Gen­
eral Extension French project.
Interest in Acadian craft work was renewed during the beginning 
years of world Far II, when some northern soldiers were stationed in Loui­
siana. It all began when a soldier, a native of Connecticut, complained to 
no less a person than the Governor of Louisiana that lie could not find ap­
propriate souvenirs in the bayou state. In his complaints he su-vested 
various ways in which Louisiana local color could be developed as ar at­
traction to outsiders.
1 A
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Mi39 Louise Olivier, field Representative of the Louisiana State 
University, General Extension Division, on An ust 10 , I9A2, submitted the 
complaints to the director, Or. Marion B. Smith, and stated, "I feel con­
fident that most of the self-styled Connecticut Yankee's eue-’estions can 
he carried out in my lOh"-^ pi,one, in regard to his su cation concerning 
appropriate souvenirs from the Aeadicn Country. 11
for years ttss Olivier bad been organising assemblies, Francais, 
Where old French songs, dances and games were revived by the people in 
whose ’Ives these ancient customs had one© clayed an important port.
1*1 ss Olivier knew the French people of the Acadian Country, their 
temperament arid abilities. Vhen the Acadian handicraft movement developed
*• a natural by-product of the French Assemblies, she was ready to direct 
it.
Many handicraft exhibits have been held in the towns in the Acadian 
Country to help keep the traditions and crafts of their ancestors and to 
instill Into the young people til® possible value in making the different 
handicraft products. Most popular of the craft products are the hats, 
handbags, sewing baskets, flower carriers, shopping bags, and slippers, 
nil woven from palmettos which grow wild in the local swamps. The mogt 
durable of the craft work is tine chair, and there ore also baskets node 
of oak, rope node of hnir, all of which is still being d n e  today.
The first handicraft exhibit was held in Abbeville, Louisiana, on 
10, 19*10, displaying the hnn9spim W9rk of Mrs. J. D. Bronet of Erath, 
Louisiana. This exhibit wa. very much of a success and was witnessed by 
an attendance of three thousand. Later exhibits have beer, instances for 
the revival and development of traditional skills as a matter of every day
16
•usefulness.
At the present time t ere are more than twenty Acadian handi­
craft exhibit shops In different towns all over Louisiana.^ People 
visiting Louisiana nowadays are sure to find suitable souvenirs from 
the Acadian handicraft shops to take hack home. The Acadian, handi­
craft label has a registered trademark under which all articles are 
sold.
Today through the help of the General Lx tens' on Division of 
Louisiana State University, the Acadian people are being encouraged not 
only to continue and preserve these arts and skills, but to develop for 
themselves a modest, profitable handicraft industry.
^See Appendix.
CHAPTER V
TYPICAL ACADIAN HANDICRAFT 
2 l£ Chair
The chair is known to man as being one of the oldest pieces of 
furniture he has ever used. The origin is not known, irut according to 
pictures they varied in size, shape, and kinds of materials that went 
into making a chair. The material from which it was made defended upon 
the seotion of cmintry in wnich one lived.
For instance, the Aoadians who settled in Louisiana along Dayou 
Teche, had their own peculiar way of making chairs. The Acadians were 
skilled craftsmen and started to fabricate the chair soon after they 
landed. It is "believed that the development of the chair as it is today 
is unquestionably local. The same type of chairs done way "back in 1?65 
is still "being made in some sections of the Acadian Country? the same 
style and material are still being used. Where t e style came from 
would be difficult to say. At one time it probably was not to be dis­
tinguished from the style of many other sections, including Cuba and 
other former Spanish Colonies. The distinctive point is that the Acadian 
continues to mole© and use these ch-airs while other people have taken over 
the use of factory made chairs from elsewhere.
These chairs were to be seen in every Acadian home in Southwest 
Louisiana up to some tl irty years ago. They are sturdy, serviceable, and 
seem to lost forever. Only the seats ever wear out, which are easily
17
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replaced with new cowhide.
1?he seat of the e air is made of leather and hickory, oak or ash 
is need for the frame woodwork. This particular tyoe of chair is known 
to b© the most comfortable and durable. Many have been in \ise for over 
one hundred years and still holds true to form. One oddity of the c’nnir 
is that it is only fifteen inches high as corapoxed to seventeen inches 
for the present da; factory made chair. The home made Acadian cliair is 
wider in front than the back, ao different rung lengths are needed.
The writer interviewed the man who is 8till making the chairs 
to«’ay tile same way as when he started in 1912. During those days it was 
the common practice for the father to teach his son a trade so he could 
be kept at home. The lack of schools also made it more practical for him 
to stay at home. The present chair maker lias learned his trade the tra­
ditional way from ids father.
HIn the good old days," as it is referred to now, the amount of 
tools were very limited due to financial means, so most tools were home­
made. Many tools that were used in 1912, when this particular chair 
ranker went Into business, are still in use.
At first the ohairs were made to supply the family's demand and 
any surplus chairs were for sale. Before V/0rld War I the chair* were 
priced at $1.25 &s compared to the present price of $5.00 per chair.
The present day chair maker has never at any time made c airs ex­
cept in his spare time. He has other means of r-aking a living, but he
Lauren C. Post, "Acadian Biducat ion." Louisiana State Univnrni tv 
A lm al News. XII (A pri l,  IO36), 6.  W  ~ S^ S- * » * *£**&■
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still wants to make the chair the old fashioned way. When it is too wet 
or too cold to do anything else, he will spend the day in his shop.
By doing some parts of the chair at different times naJces it just 
right for assembling. Some parts of the c air are made and stored for 
some time to assure complete dryness, while other parts need to he assem­
bled while the wood Is still green.
The wood used for ohalr making can he had locally either from the 
sawmill or the chair maker gets it himself from the woods. The most de­
sirable wood for this type of work is hickory, hut oak or ash hare been 
used successfully. These chairs are still assembled the same way their 
great grandfathers used to assemble them, without nails, glue, or dowels.
The way the chair is assembled is what mokes it bold together. The rung 
and the back rest are dry and press fit into the legs which are green.
As the chair legs begin to dry the drilled hole in the green wood starts 
to get smaller and thereby nuts more pressure on the rung and the back, 
causing them to have a very tight fit and eliminating the use of any wood 
fasteners.
The legs and rungs are made on a lathe bought in 191? and which 
is still in goad working condition (Figure 3 ). In his shop, the motor 
has replaced the foot-power lathe, but otiierwige, is craft has changed 
but little in many decades. The power used for turning the lathe is an 
old one-cylinder gasoline engine. Due to knowledge, skill, and experience, 
the chair maker has made most of the tools used in his shop, with the ex­
ception of a few factory bought tools. The lathe is M s  main tool in the 
shop. Sverything is operated to such perfection that on the lathe only 
two operations are needed to finish a chair leg with the exception of
20
the holes for the rungs. The holes are bored in the legs at the proper 
angle and depth in a drill press. If t e cutting tool on the lathe is 
well sharpened and set, very ' it tie sanding is required, if njiy. This 
type of chair is not painted or varnished hut left in its natural color. 
The writer in a survey of the chairs still being used found that no one 
ha* ever seen the Acadian home made chair painted! so the presently made 
c airs are being left without any protective finish. The chairs, by 
being left untainted, help to keep the selling cost to a minimum.
While the number of tools are very limited, the worker is able to 
make a very durable chair. In addition to the lathe his tools are! a 
rasp, a wooden mallet, a hard saw and a circular saw, and a knife - usu­
ally hie own pocket knife. A part of the shop may he seen in Fi -ure k. 
How that finishing material is plentiful, occasionally he may used sand 
paper for a real smooth finished chair, which most likely would be for 
personal use and not for sale.
How that all the wooden frame work has boon done, the maker has 
all the time he wants to install the seat, which is made of aun cured 
cowhide. The frame work is not like the seat, once he starts a chair 
he cannot wait very lone, before assembling it. If the legs become dry 
before it is assembled, it >411 not have the tightening effect that the 
green wood has, and the c air would easily come apart.
In this remote Acadian Country settled by the Acodious, they de­
veloped toe cooperative country slaughter house or better known to them 
as the "boucherie de commune*1 which still exists today.
The oountry butchery is perhaps little known to Louisianians and 
yet it is the outstanding cooperative institution still maintained by the
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Anadtans of Southwest Louisiana. "La boucheria fie aonrpagne,'' as it is 
caned by the Acadian a who conduct all of their conversation in Trench, 
calls for no exchange of money, although it has a definite organisation 
on a contractual 'basis. '5 Its function is to supply fresh meat to rural 
families twice a week. It is a highly important service where economy 
is largely self-sufficing, with ice scarce and expensive and the summer 
long and hot. The butchery is conveniently located near the road. The 
butcher supplies the site, the pen. the scale, the knives, a grindstone 
a-. d his labor. His pay is his share of the meat twice a week. The anl-
ml is klllod early in t o morning (about 1 A.M.) while the air is cool
and "before the flies are about.
As those"boucheri# d© compagne" still exist, this is the place 
*here the chair maker gets the hide for his chairs. The hides are used 
to make the seats of those comfortable and durable chairs. Every Tues­
day and Saturday he makes his visits to the "boucherie" for his hides, 
being an old timer, he examines the hide very carefully, looking for 
cuts that might have been done while skinning the animal. If the skin 
is found in good shape then the seller gets number one price. The buyer 
likes the ! ide from large animals, because it make* better seats and the 
handling expense is almost the same R6 a small hide. The hide of a big 
animal is so much thicker than that from smaller young animals, and for 
that reason very small hides are refused for this type of work.
"Xk&si* i p* ?•
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The hide is then taken homo and stretched on the side of some 
huilding, the barn usually, for drying (Figure 5). Big nails are placed 
about six inches apart to hold the hide against the building. The hide 
is left to dry for a period, of three days. All surplus meat and fat ere 
removed from the hide after it is stretched. If the weather is nice and 
dry for about three days, the hide can be taken down. It Is supposed to 
be what is known as sun cured hide. According to the chair maker, he has 
never lost a hide. If it rains on them, it just takes a little longer to 
cure. The hair is left on the hide.
Once the hide is dry, it 1b taken in to \>e cut into the proper size 
for the chair seat. The maker, in order to eliminate waste, has ruide him­
self a wooden frame, the same sise as the chair, to use as a pattern. The 
pattern has the shape of a trapezoid so once he starts marking, he keeps 
going in a straight line but reversing the pattern so as to have very 
little waste. The seats are carefully laid out so as to get the most pos­
sible number from a tilde. In his past thirty-eight years of chair making, 
the most seats made from a hide were seventeen. All of the marking is 
done on the flesh, side of the skin. In cutting out the pattern seat from 
the hide, there is no waste. Vhat i# too small for a seat is cut in small 
strips and used for lacing. That is one characteristic of the French 
people; they are very frugal.
Now that the material for the seat has been cut out from the hide, 
two round holes are cut in two corners to fit over the front legs of the 
chair (Figure 6). This is done with a punching tool. Small holes are 
Tranehed all around the leather seat about four inches apart and then put 
to soak in water. The raw hide seat and lacing are soaked in water for 
two hours to soften the hide so it will be easier to work.

P a rtly  Assembled. Chair and backboard Prying Rack
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An Acadian Chair in TJse For More Than a Century
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Palmetto
Palmetto 'braiding is an art as old aa history, the skill being 
perpetuated, aa is most frequently the case in the Acadian native crafts, 
by home or word-of-mouth teaching from mother to daughter. It is in thi* 
manner the writer obtained the knowledge of this art of Palmetto braiding.
So far as the vriter lias been able to learn, no real effort has 
been made to collect the instructions .for the various patterns which are 
the prod wits of centuries of braiding.
The braiding art •, as at one time practiced throughout the Louisi­
ana- Acadian country, the palmetto being so plentiful. The palmetto 
craft is still pract.iced to some extent in the Acadian country, as the 
demand for their oroduct is increasing. It was a flourishing industry 
in the Acadiisn country when ladies' hi..ts came into use in St. Kartinville, 
Louisiana, around the turn of the eighteenth century. The use of native 
materials enhances the pie-sure of all weavers of palmetto fronds for the 
most oart and produces excellent results. A variety of patterns may be 
obtained by splitting the leaves into different widths.
There is a colorful tradition in handling the palmetto sprouts
in the Acadian country. The palmettos are usually gathered from the
nearby woods area (figure 7). While no roads lead to the back wood
area where the palmetto grows best, the people ride horseback. Only
the heart, Jja, fiogtffi, is cut and usually late in August when the moon ia 
&
full." When the harvest season cones around, the Acadians harvest a 
year19 supply of palmettos at a time.
•ffijMML a a m a .  May 9 ,  1946 .
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The palmettos are usually harvested In August because at that 
time of the year the growing is slower and the -plant has less moisture.
The leaves are hung on linos to Ary, usually in the attic of the house 
or in the c o m  crib (Figure 8). It tabes approximately three months be­
fore the leaves are cured. Thren after the leaves are cured, it Is beet 
to keep them hanging. If they are piled on each other where the air can­
not get to them, they are likely to mold and mildew. If the leaves are 
kept ban Hop, they will keep well from one harvest season to the other.
Wow '•hat the ualnotto-weaver has his year’s supply of palmetto 
harvested, ho will do all the braiding at M s  leisure time. After tlie 
maker has decided which articles he will produce of the many to choose 
from, he will select the palmetto leaves and treat them according to the 
Acadian custom for his work. Before the leaves can be braided they ave 
to b© wetted, because If they are too dry, it will cause them to break.
The Acadian people have two ways of wetting the palmetto leaves.
One method is to put the leaves outside, exposing t em to the night damp­
ness, on a barn roof or other convenient place (Figure 9). Only a limited 
amount is treated at one time. The following morning the leaves are gath­
ered and each leaf is stripped into the correct size for braiding. The 
stripping is done by placing two needles on a small board a short distance 
apart from each other depending upon the width of the weaving material de­
sired, Tli® stripping is done while the loaves are still damp. The other 
method consists of soaking the leaves in water for ten to fifteen minutes, 
shaking out the surplus water and rolling the material in a heavy cloth in 
which it is left for several hours or even overnight. The cloth wl1! give
an even dampness to the material and. wake It Tillable/’ Palretto may "be 
wetted, and dried any number of times, hut care must "be taken to dry the 
strips before they start to mildew.
There are also a number of articles being made from tire lap, tan ja r 3 
palmetto leaves. The long slender leaves, t o m  into narrow strios, lend 
themselves readily to the usage of the adept Acadian weavor.
Whether palmetto leaves are to he braided, into a t, handbag, 
woman’s pTirse, sewing basket, flower carrier or showing bag, they nre 
all treated, alike. The w s t  popular of these articles are the hat and 
the woman’ 9 purse (Figure 10).
The braiding is all done by hand under the expert fingers of the 
weavers. The only machine used in this tyoe of work is the sewing mach­
ine, which is operated with the foot peddle. The braiding is don© to 
suit the weaver or the customer as the case may be. The weaver has her 
own set ways of braiding with either the even or the unoven number of 
strands end other types which are strictly her own. There are two basic 
tyne* of weaves - the check and the herringbone. The ebook type is a 
einpler braid and may be done with any number of stra-ds Amending on 
the width.
The braids are stitched together by hand or may be done with the 
sewing machine. If the sewing is done hy hand, the thread is doubled 
and waxed, especially for a hat.
Another use of the palmetto came about when the women’s hats were 
discovered. A hat.’ But how could one get in that little town of St.
*»» mJ S ”  ? ; ^ . ^ 1J93 T j!|r7.EatalUtt (p*orla!
Martlnvil 1 © In the wilderness, an id a was© of lakes and bayous, hundreds 
of wiles from Kev Orleans, go rare and novel a thing as a hat. Oh, t'ney 
call necessity the mrt'wr of 1 nre tion.
The vmmen of Ft. Martinville, Tonton at their head, had revolted 
against fate and declared the;- would have hat a if they had to ret then 
at the soon.
Tonton dellanc© had one of the prettiest complex'ons in the world 
and never went into the yard or garden without a sunbonnet and a thick 
veil. One d»y Tontor heard a great noise In the street before her door. 
All she had heard was a falee alarm. Very anjcione to go to see, she 
glanced around for her s^mbonr.et, but n-t finding it at hand, rushed 
bareheaded into the street. At the doOT ehe net her younr brother and 
as the sun was hot, she took his hat and nut it on her own head. The 
hub!con was crossed; Tonton had. dissevered the hat. But ten minutes 
later the little widow with the bat in her head, entered the domicile 
of its maker a d astonished the woman by ordering a hat for her own use, 
promising five dollars if the work was done to her satisfaction. The 
palmetto was to be split into the finest possible strip and platted 
into the form furnished by the customer. It va8 done, and on Sunday the 
hat trimmed with rosea and ribbons mad© its appearance in the ohnrch of 
Ft. Martinvihlc, Louisiana. The next Sunday you could see as many hats 
as the hatmaker had had time to make and before the end of the month all 
tne women in St. Martinville were wearing palmetto hats. The modiste* 
W r e  furnishing hats »t the fabulous -mice of twenty-five dollars, all 
trimmed, you understand, end the palmetto hats were realty gettln to ho
3 °
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a ‘branch of commerce in the little city."’
Today along certain sections of the Teche Country, some palmetto 
wearing, mostly "by women, can still he seen. The amount of articles 
produced is in accordance to the demand. The Acadian weaver still does 
braiding only in her leisure time. A young lady made the renark that 
up to the present day she has never bought a summer dress hat. All her 
hats were homemade by her mother until she was able to develop the skill 
to make her own.
This type of work is still being done and tie demand lias been on 
the increase since Vise Louise Olivier hag taken up the Acadian Handi­
craft project. It is the wish of the makers of the fine handmade pal­
metto articles that some day they will be able to do that type of work 
as a main source of income rather than a hobby as it is in the present 
day.
. 5(f- *• Cable, SteUka Snift Stoiiaa Louisiana (Hew York: CharlesScribner’s Sons, 1898), po. 10b-6.
Palmetto ?la.nts
FIGURE 8
Drying Palmetto Leaves
Exposing Palmettos to Wight Dampness
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The Spiraling Wheel sM. L M  TjQQ-ro in Acadian Sfl.Wl.Lry
The old spinning wheel is not an antique in some h-raes of the 
Acadians nowadays. However, it was during the last century that Aca­
dian weaving was in such great demand. Then spinning wheels and hand 
looms were standard equipment in all Acadian homes. The old spinning 
wheels in the Acadian Country are neatly made, with legs and round parts 
well turned on the lathes. Mortised joints and wooden peg* hold them 
together, hut a few of the later wheels have nails instead of pegs. It 
is said that most of these wheels were "brought from the eastern part of 
the United States, especially in the later years. It seems reasonable 
to say that they are similar to those found in other parts of the coun­
try. It Is also believed that the exiled Acadians brought some spinning 
wheels with them as can he seen in the picture of "The Deportation of the 
Acadians" as studied by the writer.
Th© techniques of spinning and weaving were brought to the Acadian 
Country with the coming of the Acadians, and they seem to have remained 
unchanged.
The looms are all handmade and are massive in construction. A 
yard is the greatest width any of these looms oar. work, although they are 
about seven feet long, bIx feet high, and over six feet wide (Figure 11). 
As such an outfit is an enormous piece of equipment for a small house, 
the looms were often kept in the attics of the old steep roofed houses 
or in a special shed or building away from the house. It was in the 
latter shelter that they were found by the writer at the time of his 
visit.
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The main material for weaving was cotton, either white or yellow.
A few Acadians kept sheep to furnish wool for blanket and cloth making, 
hut the great majority of their articles were made of cotton. Dyes 
were little used but some of the present Acadian weavers are using com­
mercial dyes with good results. All variations in color run the entire 
width of the material, a condition which greatly limited the possibilities 
of designs as compared with the Navajo end Mexican weaving^ (Figure 12).
With cotton being the main material used for weaving, the Aca- 
dians had the white cotton and the yellow cotton, or "the Nanking cot­
ton." Very little of the yellow cotton is used in making an article - 
it is usually used for design with the white cotton. livery family who 
still works on the loom, plants whatever amount of yellow cotton they 
may need during the coming year. The white cotton is one of the main 
sources of income and it is produced in large quantities. The regular 
cotton buyer does not care for nanking cotton, so it is taken to the 
cotton gin at the close of the ginning season so as to avoid seed mix­
ing, The farmers, who had the yellow cotton, are told In advance what 
day the gin manager would gin their cotton. All of the cotton up to the 
present day is handpicked and hauled to the gin In the wagon. The cotton 
lint is taken back and stored for later use. It is the same process for 
the white cotton but it may be taken back any time the former wants to as 
this variety is produced in large amounts. Kow that the seeds have been 
removed from the lint, the weaver can prepare t e cotton for the loom work.
^Lauren C. Post, "An Acadian Art," Louisiana State University, 
Alaml News. TI (March, 1935), 18.
There are a few steps in working up the cotton before it actually 
goes Into the finished articles. One of the first operations is to re­
move all leaf particles, stems or other particles which might he found 
in the. cotton lint before it is fluffed. Fluffing is to work the cotton 
In such a way as to cause it to puff out. The tool has the same shape as 
the bow used in archery. The string is 'railed away and released into the 
cotton causing it to miff up. The operation is reneated as long as the 
cotton is not vrell puffed up. Only a very small amount is fluffed at one 
time - about one mound.
After the cotton has been fluffed, it Is then ready for carding. 
This type of work is still done by hand by means of two rectangular boards 
10 inches by j inc'.es with a handle on each board. The boards are covered 
with wire-toothed card on one side on'ly. With a carding paddle in each 
hand and some cotton between the paddle, they are pulled in opposite di­
rections until the cotton is all taken into the carding tooth. After the 
cotton has been taken into those wire-toothed cards and removed by revers­
ing the operation, the cotton is said to be carded (Figure 1 3 ). The cot­
ton comes out of the err ding paddle in a sheet or roll called sliver.
The carding of the cotton prepares it for the suinning wheel where 
it is spun into one continuous thread and spooled on corn cobs and reed 
cones (Figure lh). In all of this antiquated orocese of the weaving, 
there is nothing that iranresses the onlooker so vitally with this obso­
lete method of cloth-making as does the sight of these corn cobs and reed 
cones. Then comes the. threading of the looms —  the most lengthy and in­
tricate performance of cloth production (Figure 15). Then the actual 
weaving begins.
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One of the most f amiliar household articles made was the blanket. 
Blankets were first made In one piece, thirty-three to thirty-six inches 
in width and nearly fourteen fret long. The piece was then cut in two 
and whipped together in the center, making a blanket of a little less 
than six by seven feet in dimension. In one such oartic lar blanket 
there were h88 threads in the warp or fifteen threads per inch. Such 
material is heavy enough for light rugs. When used aa blankets, it lasts 
for several decades. Up until lately it has been the practice for the 
mother to make six blankets for each daughter when she gets married.
Among the first products of home weaving to be dropped were suits 
and trousers. However, some people still have a pair of homespun trous­
ers in which they nosed for photographs.
Trousers of contonade were worn by the early Acadian* almost ex­
clusively, nod it wag not until the first decade of this century that 
they were fina'ly driven out of use by "store clothes."
Acadian weaving merits perpetuation and there should be a demand 
for many of the smaller t Inga that the people can still produce with 
ease and facility. Certainly If the work is commercialised, their finer 
work should find a widespread demand.
Blankets woven of cotton 'nave come to be recognized as among the 
most excellent articles turned out of those looms. This is saying a good 
deal, since all the material woven by the Acadians is practically ever­
lasting. For years women have woven their own rugs, bedsoreada, curtains 
and other lines to furnish only their own households. Nowadays, through 
the help of the General Extension Division of Louisiana State University, 
these neople are able to sell all the articles they can produce.
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An Acadian Working At The Loom
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FIGURE 12
A Rug Made On The Loom
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An Acadian. Girl Carding Cotton
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■ FIGURE lh
Spinning S l iv e r s  into Yarn 
(Note: F lu ffin g  Tool Hanging on Wall)
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L e ft  to E ig h t : F lu ffin g  Cotton, Guiding Thread, Carding, Threading the Loom
Whan the Acadians came to Louisiana in the middle of the Eight­
eenth Century, they had to make many o f the thin a they needed or wait a 
very long time to get them. In th is  Acadian section of Louisiana c a ttle  
raisin g was a hi/?; 'business then and ropes, g irth s and c o lla rs  were in 
bi^r demand. A g irth  is  the hairy b e lt with which a cowboy la ce s  h is  
saddle to the horse. The c o lla r  is  a oart o f the harnee of d ra ft ani­
mals, f it t e d  over the sho 'lder and bearing the stre ss  o f drawing, the 
rope a stout cord made up o f strands of twisted fib re  or h a ir, as the 
case may be, used fo r lasso of steers and horses* rein s.
The plon er s e ttlo rs  could not turn around to the corner grocery  
for a new g irth , when h is old one gave away. The cowboy made h is own 
girth  and did a good Job of i t ,  too, fo r h is l i f e  often hung by the 
thread which he spun. The hand spinning of threads fo r g irth s  i s  not 
as pouniar in Louisiana now as i t  once was, but there are s t i^ l  men in
t e Acadian country who in s is t  that they can make a better g irth  than they 
can buy.
The spinning of hair for use in making a g ir th , rope, and oollar  
was done on a simole l i t t l e  machine called, a tarrabee. The tarrabee i s  an 
a ll  wood tool carved by hand from some hard wood the man of the house had 
on hand. Patterns vary  some, but a l l  tarrabee* work on the same p rin cip le . 
The tarrabee is  a wooden oaddle about three or four inches wide at the bot­
tom and come* to a pointed end with a knob. Ju s t  below the knob, a small 
hole is  d rille d  for the handle. The handle i s  used as the ax is around 
w loli the paddle ro tates. The paddle varies in length from twelve to 
twenty inches and the length of the handle v a rie s  with the individual user.
Hope
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But it must Be long enough to provide a good grip. The wood of a well- 
used tarrabee, after years of use, takes on the appearance of satinwood 
due to the contact with the oily hair and sweating hands, and 'lives it a 
rich Brown polish. The tarrabee is not an imposing looking implement "but 
it is efficient in spite of its humble appearance.
Material for hair rope making in the early days was often labori­
ously obtained. The favorite hair then in use was that taken from the 
manes of horses and mules, although when horse and mule hair were not ob­
tainable, the hair from the cow’s tail was ,)UBt as much in demand. The 
writer, for his project ha* used only cow's \iair, because it was more 
plentiful at the time (Figure 16). According to the rope-maker, for a 
good else onir rope or cabresae. as called by the Aeadians, for ordinary 
use it would require the hair from forty cow's tails. That number would 
be enough to make a rope about one inch in diameter and about twelve feet 
long, which could be used as a buggy rope. All the hair for this craft 
was obtained from the farmers in the French Acadian section of Louisiana.
The writer, being a native of the Acadian country and of French descent 
and speaking the language fluently, had no trouble in getting plenty of 
material. Most of the hair-cutting was done personally and with very 
little assistance,
j be hair rope is very soft and will remain soft even after it has 
been thoroughly water soaked. It drys very fast and much quicker than 
heiqp rope, foung cilves will not chew hair rope if it is left out on the 
barnyard fence, which is of particular advantage.
It is the common practice among Use Acadian farmers to d i p  all the 
hair from the oow's tail before turning them out in the pasture in the fall.
This p ractice  i3  s t i l l  'being dons on account of the cockle tears which 
are s t i l l  p le n tifu l in some f ie ld s .
Men were very particu lar as to ju st  what hair they wanted to use 
when they had an abundance of a ir  to choose from, but when caught short, 
they could mates almost any fib e r  into a g irth  or rope that could be used 
for a time at le a st.
Spanish moss is  very p le n tifu l in the Acadian country and ha* been 
used in making m attresses, horse c o lla r s , ropes, and saddle blankets. The 
Spanish moss, a fte r  thorough airin*-, was worked up on the tarrabee, the 
same way the >alr i s  worked The use of moss fo r  a rope wae never v rry  
10 uilar because i t  would not stand ns much wear, but as a c o lla r  or sad­
dle blanket i t  was very serviceable.
The g irth , c o lla r , and rope arc a l l  made in the same manner, with  
the exception o f the rope which i s  made of more strands to add strength
for roping us©.
A very important footer to consider in making a hair rope i s  the 
weather. The time of the year makes no differen ce ju s t  a t long a t the 
weather i s  dry. Ihiring wet weather the hair has a tendency to s lip  while 
i t  is  being twisted causing much discomfort to the operator. I t  is  r e a lly  
too much of a waste o f time fo r one to try  rope-making in damp weather. 
Whenever a farmer happens to ask a rope-maker to calce a rope fo r him the 
usual answer i s  —  "oome any time when the weather i s  d r y ."  This c r a ft  
is  done s t r ic t ly  in one's le isu re  time and the gathering of the material 
i .  p retty  slow and u su ally  done onoe a year. The h air i s  used in  the n *. 
tural color and the rope has no d e fin ite  set color pattern. These yrench 
people want a rope regardless of the color of h air used.
The waking of a hair rope requires at le a s t  two persons -  one to 
feed the hair and the other to operate the tarrabee. I f  the operator 
happens to h»ve an extra tarrabee, i t  w il l  help speed up the work. When 
the '-rowing strand has reached the desired length, the persons feeding  
the hair then hooka a tarrabee to h is end, thereby speeding up the tw ist­
ing process of the strand.
the operator who wishes to make a rope, having obtained h is ma­
te ria l to work with and h is tarrabee to spin i t  w ith , p ile s  h is hair 
lig h tly  by h is side in a container ( l ip ir e  1 7 ) .  The operator holds the 
tarrabee close to the basket and winds a  few stronds o f h air lo o sely  
about the small end of the tarrabee or tw isting paddle. The knob on the 
paddle keens the h air from slippin g o ff .  Wit the h air looped over the 
end of the tarrabee, the operator s ta rts  tw irlin g  the paddle using the 
handle as an axis on which to spin i t .  As most Acadian fa m ilies were 
la rg e, the children u s u a ly  did the tw irlin g. Spinning of the yarn a l­
ways fascinated the children.
T e operator's job i s  to feed fresh  hair onto the growing end o f  
the strand and to c a ll fo r the speed, that he desired h is young a ssista n t  
to use, in swinging the paddle (Figure 1 8 ) .  When the f i r s t  strand hat 
reached the desired length, i t  i s  doubled and twisted again. The tw ist-  
ing o f the f i r s t  double strand determines how tig h t the rope w i l l  be. Then 
i t  is  doubled again twice, making a four strand rope and with a f in a l wind­
ing, the rope is  complete (Figure 1 9 ) .  The tarrabees are removed and a  
knot made a t each end (Figure 20).
I t  has to he held tigh t a t a l l  times to avoid tangles. I f  fo r  
any reason the work is  suspended before the rope i s  completed, the strand
1*9
ie held tigh t and wound onto a stick  to keep I t  free from tangling u n til 
the work can he resumed.
The handmade g irth  and rope are strong, long-wearing artio ^es that 
were good enough fo r the most decorated saddles that could he bought.
The hair rope often used for roping has been replaced today by the hemp 
roue. The hem rope has e me advantages such as! I t  is  heavier, s t l f -  
fer and handles better fo r some tyoes of work. Although t>e heap rope
v
has a few admantages over the h air rope or "ca b re sse ,” these French Aca­
dian people have kept th is  c r a ft  going since th eir landing In L o u li& n a  
over one hundred and seven ty-five years ago. The use of the tarrabee In 
conjunction with h air-rope making was learned from the Spaniards who 
were among the f i r s t  s e ttle r s  in Lo\ilsiana.
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Feeding Hair to Growing Strand o f  Rope
FIGURE 1?
FTGT7KE 15
The Hope Maker and His A ssistant
FIGURE 19
Four Strands B efore F in a l Tw isting
EIGUEE 20
Hope With Tarrabee On Each End
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flasket makinr lias been found among all primitive copies and is 
one of the most ancient of all the arts. As the earliest form of weav­
ing, it nay be regarded os the parent of cloth-making and all other 
textile industries.^
Among the American Indians, especially the western tribes, the
art of basket-weaving reached its highest development and wag of the
greatest importance.
Cantain John Smith sneaks of shields and armor used by the 
Indians in warfare whieh were woven so firmly that no arrow could pierce
m
vhnm. At any rate bas'rets have been in use for so long that we have no 
ioea ow far back In t£ie dim and. distant past that baske.t weaving started.
Our North American Indian® at one time were considered among tha 
most exnert basket-weavers in the world. Now only the older Indians know 
the art, and certain tribes whose work was incomparably fine and beauti­
ful have already lost it.
flasket, making Is one of the simplest of the mechanic arts} and the 
workman, in making baskets designed them for use and not for ornament or 
to please the fancy. The amount of tools needed for that tyne of work 
is very limited. Some useful tools in basket making are: the knife, 
bodkin, awl, mallet, ax, wedge, and a saw. Basket making is essentially
A . . r i ^ k L o f a ^ di 9^ r n i , ^ l ! aS2-'il'W 'ite Mstisana. ( * «  York. 
York: <K~
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a handicraft and the basket-maker *s oh ef tools are still his practiced 
hand and trained eye.
The material most commonly employed in basket-making is the willow 
or osier twig and the nr auction of this material is an important indus­
try In France, Germany, Belgium, Holland and Britain. The products of 
France and Britain are the most highly e?teemed, for firmness, toughness, 
•and eve-ess. Besides osier twigs, a great variety of •'ther materials 
are employed, in basket-making. In the Acadian country coarse strong 
ba» ets are made of shavings or long broad splits of various tough wood.
Among the materials from which baskets are made are corn husks, 
corn stalks, rye, willows, cane, honeysuckle vine, pine needles a d mof'flf' 
often of all solints of oak, hickory, and ash, All of these grow through­
out the Acadian Country.
White oak, while still green, splits very well and requires no 
treatment in preoaring it for use. There ie no certain time of the year 
to harvest the material for basket making but it is preferred in the 
spring when the sap starts to flow. Only the small oak trees of not over 
ten Inches in diameter are used for this type of work. These young trees 
are selected for basket making before they are cut. Some of the young 
oak trees have too many knots and therefore make then unpopular for bas­
ket work. Only a limited amount of oak trees are taken in at a given 
time, thereby giving the basket maker a chance to work the material be-
fore it gets too dry. It ie not advisable to try to work dry oak for 
basket making.
The tree trunk is out into the desired length and split in quar­
ters by mean, of an are, a wedge, and sledge hammer (Tigur® 21). Then
t;e bark and the center or heart of the wood are detached from the s«p 
wood. The center oart of the tree is not pliable enough so it is dis­
carded for basket making.
With a machete and a mallet the sap is solit into stripe of about 
one-eighth inch t’-dck and one inch wide along the annual fprowth ring 
(Figure 22). The weft and warp are both exit from the same wood and are
of trie same thickness.
If the basket-maker is unable to start work after he has all his 
warp ;md weft cut, he simply 3tores them. When his time does permit him 
to work, he j u s t  soaks the s t r i p s  in water for two or three hours and 
they become very p H  able again. Prom the writer's knowledge and those 
interviewed, the baskets are left in their natural finished color (Plg- 
ure 2 ). Since no protective finish of any kind is used, it helps to 
maintain a Tow selling price.
i is craft has escaped the introduction of machinery and baskets 
of today are still made in the same manner as they were when the Acadian* 
came to Louisiana over one hundred and seventy-five years ago. Although 
the Acadian* have been making baskets for that many years, no one of 
today make a baskets solely for a living. All the basket making in the 
Acadian country is done during their leisure time.
The ro nd bottom baskets, u e d  for grain and cotton, are made by 
taking from 10 to 13 ribs, or warps, and laying them across each o her at 
the middle in a radiating form, and weaving around, over and under with 
a narrow thin strip, until the desired size for the bottom is reached.^
5 7
„ £2£ Iftn lw to * (Washington, D .C.t
Government Printing Office, 1902) pp *£-13•
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Then the warps are turned ur> and s t i l l  using the cheekerwork s ty le ,  
more strength i s  out on the wefts causing them to hold an upright form. 
Many more wefts are woven u n til the desired height Is  reached. The warps 
and wefts are the same thickness and width. The top rim Is  in sta lle d  at  
the desired height. I t  Is  made of the same material at the warps and 
wefts hut much thicker. There are two rim pieces used at the top, one on 
the outside and one on the in sid e, givin g i t  a sem i-circle ridge a t  the 
top. The warps, are then bent back, using them to keep the rim from slip ­
ping and with another long thin strip  wraoperl around the rim to hold i t  
firm ly in place.
The urocess can be learned in p rin cip le  by inspection of a basket- 
maker at work in fashioning a bosket from the foundation to the rim.
Since basket making is an old a r t  and has been known a l l  over the 
world, i t  is  most probable that the Acadian, knew some form* of basket 
making before s e ttlin g  in Louisiana. nne oddity i s  how these people have 
kept certain  c ra fts  fo r so Ion* w ithin certain  fa m ilie s. A ll  the know­
ledge of the c ra ft  was taught in the home and u su a lly  a l l  members o f the 
f * * U y  learned the trade. Nowaday, the market fo r baskets i s  very  good.
In the Acadian country where baskets are s t i l l  being made one may
find onty a few d ifferen t forms but many odd s ir e *  mv-ay oca s iz e s . The square and rec­
tangular forms are s t i l l  to be v „*
seen, but the round form is  the most
popular.
FIGUHE 21
Tree Trunk and Tools Used in Baskejaftt
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Weft For Basket Making
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AHD KBCOMMFNDATIOHS 
Summary
In making thi« study the writer made a complete survey of five 
different crafts that are now "being done in the Acadian section of Loui­
siana. The data for this report were seeded "by personal interview of 
ti\R err t-vorker, literature from this section of Louisiana, review of 
olr pictures and from the field representative of the General Extension 
Division of Louisiana State University. All eraft-workers interviewed 
for t M e  study spoke French. The handicraft work is done strictly on 
'• lr leisure time and no regular work hours have been reported.
It was fount that there are between forty to fifty people work­
ing under the supervision of the Louisiana State University General Ex­
tension Field Representative at the present time. All the articles 
produced under the supervision of the field representative must meet 
very high quality standards.
The Acadian handicraft articles are sold under its re letered 
label. There are more than twenty sales shorn in the state of Louisiana 
today.
All the materials for the Acadian handicraft article* are grown 
locally. Practicably all the work performed in making them is still
done by hand. Very ^ittle machinery was found to be used by the Acadian 
workers.
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This study was undertaken to acquaint those outside the region 
with this great reservoir of Acadian handicraft work and to encourage a 
wider use of these products. Another intention of this study was to 
have a written account of the Acadian crafts and how the work was kept 
alive from one -eneration to the other.
The area encompassed in this study Wn9 the five parishes of 
Southwest Louisians , namely, St. Martin, Lafayette, St. Landry, Ver­
milion, anrl Acadia.
Tho .cadian craft projects were made mostly ns a hobby until 
recently when Miss Louise Olivier undertook the work to preserve their 
cr-fts and are now made for sales purpose, which gives a gross Income 
between seven a d ten thousand dollars a year, according to the past 
records.
C.ancl i4oqa
Louisiana's Acadian country of Southwestern Louisiana affords 
much i„ handicraft that may be used a9 an interest approach to the Loui­
siana -people of other sections. By bringing the Acadian Craft, to the 
attention of the school, students would have a different outlook and an 
increased appreciation could he developed. If the progressive school, 
public and >rivate, want to take advantage of proving the value of 
"learning by doing," then the student should be taught some local craft 
vork in our high school industrial arts shop. It is now called to our 
attention that we hare in this state a cultural history worthy of reoog^ 
nition and preservation. It can he assumed, therefore, that the culture! 
history of the Acadian* in Louisiana is of some value to us.
6h
The native Acadian artistic abilities should be given an opoor- 
tunity to develoo in schools, where handicraft work is being taught, 
this presents an op ortunity that should be recognised.
In the study of the crafts it was found that those of today are 
on as high a level of perfection as those of the past.
The Acadian native is a clever creator and his artistic abilities 
should be given an opportunity to develop. Certain organizations are 
making a special effort to emphasise and encourage creative work.
As a result of this study, the writer concludes that basket and 
chair making, palmetto braiding and rope making could be used for acti­
vities in the school industrial arts shop.
jaflO fflasafifttiaai Is s . ' ^ t  or s t ^ U f i a
Several topics of related nature were revealeA in making this 
study. Since it was impossible to secure data at that time, it is re­
commended that the fo^lowing w uld be subjects for investigation at a 
later date.
1. To make a study of the designs and patterns used in Acadian 
handicraft work.
2. To develop a series of instruction sheets for each craft as 
a basis for instruction in industrial arts shops.
3* To determine ways and means by which the Acadian handicraft 
activ ty may exoand with new projects, designs, and market- 
wise.
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THE VILLAGE SHOP.......................
L.S.U. ACADIAN HANDICRAFT DISPLAY ROOM 
University Campus. . .
J.K. DAIGLE A SOI CO. , LTD.............
TOASKI1*8 TOT fo THRU SHOP.............
LA vogu;; S H O P .......................
BARBARA'S FAIEYLAJ5B...........! ! ! !
STASH ILL ~ HADING P O S T ............. ,
MRS. IORHERT ' ........., . ]
ROSEBUD'S GIFT AND B O Y  SHOP. . . 1
1TAKQBLZS COURTS ...........
LLOYD'S .................
DURRJSTT fUHBITUR CO.. INC 
GIFT ATD POTT • ' ' " ,
bbbiasb*8 mar i ts&ik flq* r shop.
COLONIAL COURT.............
MKRVIHR KAHN C O \  [
THE T’U  VEB SHOP.......... [
DOMTNGUF * $ ........... *
RAGAN'S TOT SFCP............! ! * * ' *
THE HOBBY SHOP ‘
1 A B Y L A N D ............. *
THE CHILDRFN SHOP . . .
LA PETITS SHOP...........1 !
ACADIAN CPAIT SHOP......................
JEAN ANN FASHIONS............
JUNIOR T O W ...........
Alexandria
Baton Hou e
Church Point
Crowley
Eunice
K o u m
Jackson
Je.nerette
Jennings
Lafayette
Lake Charles
Monroe 
New Iberia 
New Iberia
Rayne
St. Martlnville
Sunset
Thlbodaux
Yerriday
Pranklin
Hayn- svllle
Opelousas
St. Martinvllle
Shreveport
Shreveoort
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